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The Story of the Ceiling Fan
 
I know we have all been there, a dripping

faucet, a stuck window, an ugly cabinet, but I

will still share my story with you. 

 

I happened to have a ceiling fan in my sun-

room, an ugly, cheap, white one that I hated. It

came with the house, it was missing its light

fixture and it had to go. 

 

One fine winter day  I decided to get it

replaced so that it would be ready for

summer. I went ahead and called a few

handymen, they either did not call me back or

gave me what I thought was a ridiculously

high price for a small job.

 

 

 

 

We are always asked
one question:
 
"What is the one
advice you will give to
start ups and small
businesses?"

and my advice
comes with a story: 
Do not turn your
business into a DIY
project.



Finally I had a free Saturday

morning and decided to get it

over with (I hate to admit but at

that time it already turned from

a fun project to a chore I had

no time for).

 

After a few tries I finally

managed to turn off the main

switch to the room and climbed

up my new ladder and started

disassembling the old fan. What

it shows in Youtube to be a

simple task turned out to be

impossible to accomplish. It took

me half of the day to remove half

of the fan and give up on

unscrewing the worn screws

from the ceiling. I needed more

tools! 

 

And now I had the old fan lying

on my floor along with the new

one and a bunch of tools

scattered around. I was mad!

Anything you can
do I can do better!
How hard could it be to replace a ceiling

fan? Frustrated I called up a friend who is

in construction business to get their

advice. "Oh it is a piece of  cake, you can

do it yourself, just google it or ask the

guys at the home store" they said.

 

Filled with confidence I watched couple

Youtube videos and concluded that I

surely could do it myself in a couple hours

tops. 

 

First I needed supplies!

 

I made a list starting with ceiling fan and

ladder and headed to the home store.

 

By the time I got back it was already late

and I was tired so decided to leave it for

next weekend. I stored my supplies ready

to go in the sun-room and was excited

about doing it myself. 

 

Somehow next few weeks got super busy

and I didn't have a chance to work on the

fan as expected, however the huge ceiling

fan box and supplies sitting in my sun-

room started getting on my nerves.

 

 

 

 

 

It already turned from a
fun project to a chore I
had no time for.



Business owners’ focus
should be their service,
product and clients.

To cut the very long and frustrating story

short, it took me weeks and a lot more

money than expected to complete the

job which was supposed to be couple

hours effort. 

 

This is exactly what we see from business

owners. They want to do everything

themselves, and they sure can, but it will

take a lot of time, effort and money and

at the end it may not even worth it. 

 

At BraunWeiss we learn from our own

mistakes and we share our experience

with others. We always encourage our

clients to partner with industry experts to

minimize their workload and spend their

time wisely as well. Time is money and a

new or growing business demands

a lot of work. 

 

Business owners’ focus should be their

service, product and clients, they should

not be worried about managing

operational staff, tracking revenue,

creating reports for investors, setting up

SharePoint sites... These mandatory

activities will only keep their focus away

from their core business and impact

their growth. 

 

 

 

 

Most business owners ask

themselves if they can afford a

service, but we advice them to

ask "Can I afford not to have
this service?" "How much time

I need to spend learning and

doing these tasks?" "How much

will it cost to fix my errors?". 

 

Until you are large enough to

have your fully staffed

Operations, HR and IT

departments, it is always more

cost effective and compliant to

partner with experts. You get

the benefit of economies of

scale and have access to full

service operations without

having to learn everything

yourself from scratch. 

 

On top of it all you will get an

ally, strategic partner, someone

on your side and cheering you

along the way. 

 

We think it is worth it.

Can I afford not to
have this service?


